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r FOR T WO LUTES p 
VIRTUOSO DUETS FROM ITALY AND ENGL AND

 
Paul O’Dette and Ronn McFarlane, lutes 

Saltarello and Piva Joanambrosio Dalza (fl. 1508) 

Canon Francesco da Milano (1497–1543)
Fantasia Settima  
Spagna
Fantasia Terza
Fantasia Sexta

Contrapunto Primo Vincenzo Galilei (c. 1520–1591)
Duo tutti di fantasia 
Contrapunto Secondo

Canzona Prima à doi liutti unisoni Claudio Merulo/ 
Canzona Seconda à doi liutti unisoni  arr. Giovanni Antonio Terzi  
    (1533–1604)/(1580–1620) 

Passacaglia Alessandro Piccinini (1566–1638)

Toccata à dui Liuti Alessandro Piccinini (1566–1638)

r INTERMISSION p
Dreweries accordes Anonymous (c. 1600)
La Rossignol  
A Merrie Mood 

Galliard after Laveche      Anonymous
De la Tromba Pavin  Anonymous
The Earl of Essex Galliard  John Dowland/arr. Ray Nurse
    (1563–1626)/(b. 1947)
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A Fancy John Danyel (1564–c. 1626)
Passingmeasures Galliard  
 
Fantasie #7 John Dowland (1563–1626)

Chi Passa John Johnson (c. 1545–1594)
The Flatt Pavan 
The Galliard to the Flatt Pavan
The Queen’s Treble
 

This performance is generously sponsored by  
Jamie and Jim King.

Our 2021–2022 season is supported by the Moglia Family Foundation; the 
Schlaikjer-McIntyre Family Fund; Arizona Commission on the Arts, which 

receives support from the State of Arizona and the National Endowment for the 
Arts; the Arts Foundation for Tucson and Southern Arizona funded by the City 

of Tucson and Pima County; and the Tucson Desert Song Festival. 

wtx
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Arizona Early Music gives special thanks to the Boe Revocable 
Trust for honoring the memory of AEM founders John and 
Mary Boe through supporting our 40th season. 

“Forty years ago, a conversation took place that resulted in the 
founding of the Arizona Early Music Society. We can imagine 
it happening at the end of a dinner party, perhaps after savor-
ing one of John Boe’s legendary daubes. Sipping the last of the 
wine, Jim Anthony says, ‘You know, one thing Tucson lacks is 
a reliable source of early music.’ Enthusiastic assent came from 
Louise Anthony and Mary Boe. Then John Boe pronounces, 
‘It should work like this...’ And the rest is history.  
    
“Though we can only guess about the specific origins of Arizo-
na Early Music, the forty years of its history are clear. Careful 
and diligent work from Board members, generous support 
from donors, grateful listening from generations of attendees. 
Today the John and Mary Boe Trust makes a contribution 
that looks back with pride on a successful past, but also looks 
forward with confidence to a future of even greater impact on 
the rich cultural life of Tucson and Southern Arizona.” 

—The Boe Revocable Trust
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r PROGRAM NOTES p
The Lute Duet in Italy
 
The art of duetting is certainly as old as music itself, for what could be 
more satisfying than one’s own instrument but two of the same? The 
resulting interaction of two performers and their exchange of musical 
ideas create an intensity and vitality that is perhaps unique in the 
world of chamber music. Two equal instruments allow the possibility 
of alternating the musical functions of melody and accompaniment, 
challenging each performer to match the other, often in quick succession. 

Considering the popularity of the lute in the Renaissance, it is hardly 
surprising that the lute duet became so important and influential. The 
size and diversity of this repertoire—over five hundred extant pieces 
representing nearly every style and form of Renaissance music—is 
remarkable. The duet literature contains many works of great musical 
sophistication and profundity, such as Danyel’s Passingmeasures 
Galliard and Piccinini’s Toccata à dui Liuti, and others with no pretense 
beyond entertainment or instruction. 

Within this repertoire, Italian duets stand apart in terms of variety 
and virtuosity. Most European countries treated the lute duet as 
Gebrauchsmusik (“for the talented amateur”), but in Italy it was part 
of the professional’s standard repertoire. In England, duets were 
frequently used as individual display pieces with one performer executing 
spectacular variations over the chordal accompaniment of the other. In 
Italy, by contrast, the same high degree of technical proficiency was often 
demanded of both players, with elaborate flourishes being tossed back 
and forth. Not intoxicated by sheer virtuosity, however, the Italians made 
numerous tonal experiments, combining lutes of various tunings and sizes 
to create special timbres and to help distinguish polyphonic lines more 
clearly. The duets on the present program represent seven distinct types:
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 1) Counterpoint against a chanson or madrigal 
 2) Melody over a drone
 3) Counterpoint over a cantus firmus
 4) Intabulation of a pre-existing vocal or instrumental work
 5) Melodic variations over a repeated harmonic pattern (ground)
 6) A solo fantasia with a new, superimposed second lute part
 7) Entirely original compositions not based on any pre-existing  
      material 

Early duetting was an improvisatory art, as Johannes Tinctoris explained 
in his De Inventione et Usu Musicae of 1484: “Thus some teams will take 
the treble of any piece you care to give them and improvise marvelously 
upon it with such taste that the performance cannot be rivaled. Among 
such, Pietro Bono, lutenist to Ercole, Duke of Ferrara, is, in my opinion, 
pre-eminent.” Bono, the most renowned virtuoso of the fifteenth 
century, was assisted by a tenorista, who supplied a drone, cantus firmus, 
or the lower voices of a chanson, over which the master improvised 
fanciful divisions. 

The Saltarello and Piva of Dalza represent the last remnants of the 
medieval tradition of improvisation over a drone. The repetitive nature 
of a drone allowed the improviser to utilize his extensive “bag of tricks,” 
including hemiolas and “blue notes,” which clash against the drone. The 
main responsibilities of the tenorista were to provide rhythmic drive and 
support, although they certainly might have added cross-rhythms and 
ornaments of their own. 

La Spagna was the most popular cantus firmus during the late fifteenth 
and early sixteenth centuries. In Francesco da Milano’s setting it is 
concealed in the middle of a chordal accompaniment over which he 
composed a graceful, flowing countermelody. Although not one of 
Francesco’s more profound works, it makes a pleasant contrast to the 
complex polyphony for which he is primarily known. 
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In 1559, the Flemish lutenist Johannes Matelart published several 
of Francesco da Milano’s solo fantasias, to which he had composed a 
second lute part. These new parts, while partly obscuring the original 
compositions, enrich the texture with additional points of imitation, 
parallel thirds, and parallel sixths, creating a lushness of sound 
unmatched at this early date.

The lutenist Vincenzo Galilei, father of the astronomer Galileo 
Galilei, published an important treatise on lute playing in 1584 called 
Il Fronimo. In it, he included several duets, including the three heard 
on this afternoon’s program. The two contrapunti were written by an 
unidentified Florentine nobleman with the initials B.M. These works 
are in the style of an improvised ornamentation over a madrigal, a genre 
in which one lute plays the unembellished madrigal, and the other 
weaves florid scales in and out of the chordal texture. The Duo tutti di 
fantasia is a two-voice bicinia, in which the two lutes play imitative 
contrapuntal lines back and forth at each other in a delightful exercise 
in polyphonic independence.

In 1593 and 1599, Giovanni Antonio Terzi published some of the 
most difficult music ever written for the lute. The first book includes 
arrangements for two lutes of ensemble canzonas by Claudio Merulo, 
an organist famous for his particularly virtuosic style of ornamentation. 
Terzi’s flamboyant passagework is even more spectacular than Merulo’s, 
utilizing the entire range of the lute, providing each player with hair-
raising cascades to throw back and forth at one another in a game of 
Renaissance one-upmanship. But beneath all of the fireworks are works 
of exquisite nobility and beauty. 

The last surviving duet in Renaissance lute tuning, and perhaps the most 
spectacular of all, is the Toccata à dui Liuti by Alessandro Piccinini. Not 
content with a strict separation of melody and accompaniment roles, 
Piccinini at times supplies passagework in both parts simultaneously. 
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Moving either in parallel or contrary motion, this approach creates 
an accumulation of energy and momentum that is unparalleled in the 
repertoire. Although Piccinini’s contrapuntal language is that of the 
Renaissance, the contrasting sectionalism ushers in the world of the 
Baroque. The grand dimensions of this piece bring to a close the era of 
the Renaissance lute duet and serve as an appropriate finale to the first 
half of this program. 

The Lute Duet in England

The playing of lute duets must have been quite a common occurrence 
in Elizabethan England. Nearly two-thirds of the sources of lute music 
from the “Golden Age” (1575–1620) contain music for two lutes, a 
substantial body of literature numbering close to 100 pieces.

During the course of the fifty-year period that these duets were played and 
enjoyed, they served a number of different functions. Chronologically, 
the first role for these pieces was that of providing a showcase for virtuoso 
playing, which was especially true with the duets of John Johnson. 
Secondly, they were used as musical etudes—that is, pedagogical pieces 
that facilitated learning the technique of the lute and improvisation. 
Many of the existing manuscripts have duets among the first entries, 
as though a teacher had prescribed them as the official “first pieces for 
lute.” For example, the best lute tutor of the time, Thomas Robinson’s 
The Schoole of Musicke (1603), begins with six duets. Thirdly, there was 
the sociability factor. Playing music with another person is often more 
enjoyable than practicing in isolation. 

The earliest duets were those in a treble-ground format, where one lute 
repeated a harmonic progression while the other player performed 
a series of variations over it. This style originated in early-sixteenth 
century Italy where instrumentalists, including lutenists, were often 
required to play dance music. They devised these harmonic patterns 
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as the basis for the dance improvisations. The first “grounds” more 
complex than a simple drone were the Passamezzo antico and 
Passamezzo moderno patterns. These were soon joined by dozens of 
additional grounds, including the Bergamasca, Romanesca (known in 
England as Greensleeves), Caracosa, Rogero, and many others. These 
passamezzi served their function so well, as harmonic underpinning 
to improvisations of any length or degree of difficulty required, that 
musicians from all over Europe used them for the next one hundred 
years until they were gradually supplanted by the Passacaglia, Chaconne, 
and Folia in the 17th century. 

The most important composer of lute duets in England was John Johnson, 
who was appointed by Queen Elizabeth as one of “the musicians for the 
three lutes” in 1579. None of his trios survive, but he left a large number 
of excellent duets for two lutes. Many of his duets are built over the old 
familiar Italian grounds, including some found on this program: The 
Queen’s Treble is a set of 14 delightful variations over the Bergamasca, 
while Chi Passa is built on the harmonies of Filippo Azzaiolo’s villotta, 
Chi passa per ’sta strada. 

Perhaps the last treble-ground duet to be written in this period was John 
Danyel’s Passingmeasures Galliard, and no other duet surpasses it in style 
or imagination. Like Johnson’s most virtuosic duets, this set of variations 
uses the complete range of the lute, which, in this case, is three and a 
half octaves! Unlike Johnson’s variations, which are primarily stepwise 
and melodic, several of Danyel’s variations use unusual arpeggiated 
figures, and in the fifth variation there is even a short chromatic scale. 
To relieve the potential monotony of a repeated chord progression, 
Danyel uses unexpected dissonances and cross-relations that are often 
included to keep the listeners on the edge of their seats. 

Although the treble-ground style of duet was the preferred style, especially 
for the professional performer who could use it as a vehicle for displaying 
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his technical prowess, the player of the ground was relegated to playing 
a simple chord pattern over and over again for as many as twenty-five 
variations! Perhaps in response to this, sometime around 1590, some of 
these duets began to be divided in a way so that the accompaniment and 
melody roles were split equally between the two lute parts. Johnson’s 
Flatt Pavan and Galliard were among the first to be treated this way. They 
exist as treble-ground duets in manuscripts from around 1580, but in 
two manuscripts from the middle of the 1590s, they are found in a 
version in which the two lutes trade roles at the repeat of each section. 
It is difficult to ascertain whether or not Johnson was responsible for 
this arrangement. As he died in 1594, it would have been one of the last 
compositions of his life, so it would not be out of the question. 

Another set of equal duets attributed to Johnson, the Laveche Pavan 
and Galliard, seems to have a more definite attribution and could even 
be the first duets written in this fashion. In the Ballet Lute Manuscript, 
there is an equal duet entitled A Galliard for two lutes after laveche. 
But while Johnson’s Laveche pieces are built on an Italian ground, the 
anonymous Ballet duet is based on completely unrelated harmonies. 
What, then, is the meaning of the title? The likely interpretation of the 
word “after” is that this piece was written “in imitation of ” the Laveche 
duets of Johnson. These duets, perhaps the first truly “equal” lute duets, 
had inspired progeny! If Johnson were responsible for the laveches, then 
he could have also been responsible for the arrangement of the Flatt 
Pavan and Galliard. One way or another, the music is definitely John 
Johnson’s, as the arranger simply divided the music found in the treble-
ground version between the two players.

It is interesting that these first equal duets were pavans and galliards, 
which are dances written in three repeated sections. This form gave 
ample opportunity for role switching at the section joints. Interestingly 
enough, none of the variation pieces were thought suitable for “equal” 
arrangement. Perhaps they thought that the progression through 
continuous variations was best left to a single artist and that the 
switching of performers would upset the balance and progression of 
the piece. Most of the equal duets are technically easier, and most are 
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written in the more popular dance forms—pavans and galliards. The next 
generation of equal duets, those dating from around 1600, were mostly 
written in almain form (two major sections, each repeated). Three of the 
duets on this program—Dreweries Accords, La Rossignol, and A Merry 
Moode—are of this type. Each of them has a charm that would have 
made, and still makes, the social element of playing duets a true delight. 

Elizabethan composers took a very flexible approach to their music, 
often arranging and rearranging the same piece for numerous different 
mediums (solo lute, lute duet, lute trio, viol consort, broken consort, 
harpsichord, recorder, solo viol, lute and voice, etc.). It is in this spirit 
that we present Ray Nurse’s brilliant arrangement for two lutes of 
Dowland’s beloved Earl of Essex Galliard. Assuming that Dowland 
must have made lute duet versions of his most popular works to suit 
the performance situations at various courts that he visited—in order 
to perform together with musicians of that court—this arrangement 
expands the repertoire in the same way that Dowland himself did, by 
expanding on his own material. 

The Elizabethan lute duet was a popular and varied medium, one to 
which many of the greatest lute composers of the era contributed, 
and one that also reflected most of the forms of the time. This variety 
of forms (variations, dances, ballad tunes, fantasies) as well as format 
(treble-ground, equal, obbligato) is represented on this afternoon’s 
program. Though most have been written nearly four hundred years 
ago, there is a timelessness about them. Like many of the ballad tunes 
that have survived among folk circles, their melodies seem to fit as well 
into the twenty-first century as the sixteenth. 

 —Paul O’Dette
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r ABOUT THE ARTISTS p
As one of the most influential figures in his field, Paul O’Dette has 
helped define the technical and stylistic standards to which twenty-
first-century performers of early music aspire. In doing so, he has helped 
infuse the performance practice movement with a perfect combination 
of historical awareness, idiomatic accuracy, and ambitious self-expression.

O’Dette has made more than 140 recordings, winning two Grammys, 
seven Grammy nominations, and numerous other international record 
awards. The Complete Lute Music of John Dowland was awarded the 
prestigious Diapason d’Or de l’Année, while The Royal Lewters received 
the Diapason d’Or, a Choc du Monde de la Musique, a 5-star rating in 
BBC Music Magazine, a 5-star rating in Goldberg, and a perfect score 
of 10 from ClassicsToday.com. The Bachelar’s Delight: Lute Music of 
Daniel Bacheler was nominated for a Grammy in 2006 as Best Solo 
Instrumental Recording.

In addition to his activities as a performer, O’Dette is an avid researcher, 
having worked extensively on the performance and sources of seventeenth-
century Italian and English solo song, continuo practices, and lute music. 
He has published numerous articles on issues of historical performance 
practice and co-authored the Dowland entry in the New Grove 
Dictionary of Music and Musicians.

Paul O’Dette is Professor of Lute and Director of Early Music at the 
Eastman School of Music and Artistic Director of the Boston Early 
Music Festival.
 

Grammy- nominated lutenist Ronn McFarlane strives to bring the lute, 
the most popular instrument of the Renaissance, into today’s musical 
mainstream and make it accessible to a wider audience.

f
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Born in West Virginia, McFarlane grew up in Maryland. At thirteen, 
upon hearing “Wipeout” by the Surfaris, he fell madly in love with 
music and taught himself to play on a “cranky sixteen-dollar steel-
string guitar.” McFarlane kept at it, playing blues and rock music on 
the electric guitar while studying classical guitar. He graduated with 
honors from Shenandoah Conservatory and continued guitar studies 
at Peabody Conservatory before turning his full attention and energy 
to the lute in 1978. The next year, McFarlane began to perform solo 
recitals on the lute and became a member of the Baltimore Consort. 
Since then, he has toured throughout the United States, Canada, and 
Europe with the Baltimore Consort and as a soloist.

McFarlane was a faculty member of the Peabody Conservatory 
from 1984 to 1995, teaching lute and lute-related subjects. In 1996, 
Mr. McFarlane was awarded an honorary Doctorate of Music from 
Shenandoah Conservatory for his achievements in bringing the lute and 
its music to the world. He has over 35 recordings on the Dorian/Sono 
Luminus label, including solo albums, lute duets, flute & lute duets, lute 
songs, the complete lute music of Vivaldi, a collection of Elizabethan 
lute music and poetry, and recordings with the Baltimore Consort.

McFarlane has composed new music for the lute, building on the 
tradition of the lutenist/composers of past centuries. His original 
compositions are the focus of his solo CD, Indigo Road, which received 
a Grammy Award nomination for Best Classical Crossover Album of 
2009. In 2010 he founded Ayreheart, an ensemble brought together to 
perform new compositions as well as early music. Ayreheart’s first CD 
release, One Morning, consists of all  original music by Ronn McFarlane. 
Ayreheart’s 2016 release, Barley Moon, blends folk music and art music 
from Renaissance and Medieval England, Scotland, and Wales.
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Arizona Early Music 2021–2022
r  SEASON FINALE p

Single tickets ($30) may be purchased by credit card on our website, 
azearlymusic.org. Front Seating for this performance is sold out. 
Patrons ages 30 and under can purchase discounted tickets at the 
door for $5 (cash only).

If you do not currently receive email communications or brochures 
by mail, and wish to, please contact us at info@azearlymusic.org or 
call (520) 314-1874.

Programs, artists, and dates are subject to change. 

THE TALLIS SCHOLARS,  
DIRECTOR PETER PHILLIPS (UK)

The Golden Age of Spanish Polyphony
Wednesday, April 20, 2022 at 7:30 PM 

Grace St. Paul’s Episcopal Church 
2331 E. Adams St, Tucson, AZ 85719

 

Arizona Early Music thanks Concert Sponsors Laurie and John 
Camm, Chris and Hank Shea, and Janet and Joe Hollander  

for their generous support of this performance.

P
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Announcing Arizona Early Music's
r  2022–2023 SEASON p

Concert venues to be announced.  

ACRONYM | Sunday, November 13, 2022 ~ 3 PM
Ad Astra: Music of Valentini, Bertali, Schmelzer, Rosenmüller, and others

Twelfth Night | Sunday, December 11, 2022 ~ 3 PM
Diverse Bizzarie: Duos by Corelli, Bach, Costello, and others, featuring 

violinist Rachell Ellen Wong and harpsichordist David Belkovski

Ars Lyrica Houston | Sunday, January 22, 2023 ~ 3 PM
Crossing Borders: A festive program including villancicos and romances 

for voices and ensemble plus festive instrumental works from colonial 
and Latin American cultures

Tucson Baroque Music Festival | February 10–12, 2023
Across the Alps | Friday, February 10 ~ 7 PM

Heaven and Earth | Saturday, February 11 ~ 3 PM
Apollo and Daphne | Sunday, February 12 ~ 3 PM

Les Délices | Sunday, March 26, 2023 ~ 3 PM
Winds of Change: Chamber music from the eve of the French and  

Haitian Revolutions, including works by the Chevalier de Saint-Georges, 
Boccherini, and a new composition by Sydney Guillaume

Ensemble Caprice | Sunday, April 23, 2023 ~ 3 PM
Sweet! French Baroque Music and Chocolate, led by recorder  

virtuoso Matthias Maute

Programs, artists, and dates are subject to change.
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Are you enjoying today’s program? As is true for most arts groups, ticket 
sales don’t cover the full expenses of these concerts. Donations from 
individuals like you make it possible for Arizona Early Music to bring 
world-class specialists in early music to Tucson.

Please consider making a donation today. This 40th season we honor 
the founders of Arizona Early Music, which include Dr. John and Mary 
Boe, Dr. James and Louise Anthony, and the members of the first Board 
of Directors. Gifts intended for the long-term sustenance of AEM may 
be made either to the Anthony Fund (established in Dr. Anthony’s honor 
in 1988) or to the general fund.

Return your contribution, with this form, to the box office, or mail it to 
AEM, PO Box 44172, Tucson, AZ 85733-4172. All checks should be 
made payable to AEM. For contributions to the Anthony Fund, please 
write “Anthony Fund” at the bottom of your check.

Arizona Early Music is a 501(c)(3) organization. 

Please Print 

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

Phone

E-mail

This is a donation for the:                General Fund                 Anthony Fund

Please indicate how you would like your name(s) to appear in our programs:

r  SUPPORT ARIZONA EARLY MUSIC p
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AEM 2021–2022 SEASON CONTRIBUTORS*

CHERUB – $5,000+
Anonymous
Arizona Commission on the Arts 
The Boe Revocable Trust
Moglia Family Foundation

ARCHANGEL – $2,000+
Arts Foundation for Tucson and Southern Arizona
Laurie and John Camm
Sara C. Heitshu
Joe and Janet Hollander
Jim and Jamie King
Erich Schlaikjer and Patricia McIntyre
Chris and Hank Shea
Texas Instruments Foundation

ANGEL – $1,000+
Susan and Chuck Bush
Jim Click Automotive Team
Dr. Theodor and Linda Kaufman
Julia Pernet Community Fund held at the  
 Community Foundation for Southern Arizona 
J. Scott Mason

SUSTAINER – $500+
John Anderson and Karen Topham
Jack Burks  
Pam and Stan Hart
Bee Summers
Makoto Ueno

PATRON – $250+
Andy and Georgetta Dolphin
Elaine Dow and Dan Lynch
Nancy and Robert Eschrich
Dorothy Fitch
Ann Hartenstein
Mary Kirk
Lauri L. McCanless
Juliana Osinchuk
John Spielberg and Sarah Seaver
Janice Warne

WE ALSO THANK
Linda Shortridge for her donation of an Opus 4 Continuo Organ built by David Jensen.

BENEFACTOR – $100+
Anonymous (2)
Connie Armstrong
Barbara Cone
Joe Cottom  
William and Gail Eifrig
Ben and Nancy Eisenstein
John Gilkey and Laurel Cooper
Larry F. Hemken
Adrianna and Geoffrey Hewings
Holli Horak
Barbara Larson
Ross Lipman
Sidney Lissner
Michael S. McCarthy
Judith and Timothy Miller
Dorothy L. Mundt
Lucy and John Peck
Sue Roberts
Michael Sarras Jr.
Alice Schlegel
Camilla and Nicholas Strausfeld
Technicians for Sustainability, Inc.

SUPPORTER – $50+
AmazonSmile Foundation
L. Kurt and Martha C. Adamson
Julie and Moshe Ben-Yeoshua
David Daniels
Kay Dodder
David and Susan Hoekema
Christina Jarvis and Martin Munro
John Kihlstrom
David R. McLean
Devona Painter
Linden Steele
Ralph Tauke

FRIEND – $20+
Eleanor Kirby Barnes
Carol Becker
Janice Giardino
Elizabeth Kinslinger
Susan Klement
F. M. Krauss
Candace Magner
Linda Shortridge
H. Teiwes 
Joan Teltez*Received as of March 11, 2022
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